
 

 

 

 

2 Wall Hinge Brackets 

9 Brown Rawl Plugs 

9 Large Screws 

1 Carabiner 

 

Zip Ties 

1 Hasp and Staple 

Green Snap Connectors (4 per Panel) 

Mesh Panels 

 Extension kit will only contain Zip ties and Green Connectors www.pdotwolf.com   Tel: 01282 792926 

Flexipanel Dog Fence Instructions 

The fence you have purchased will consist of a given amount of green mesh 

panels e.g. 10 panels for 10ft or 1 panel per running foot of fence required. 

To build the fence, join each panel together on the 1m side with 4 Green snap 

connectors and continue until all the panels are secured together.  

Due to the nature of the material the connectors are made from it is advisable 

they are soaked in a cup of warm water while assembly is taking place. This will 

make them a lot easier to snap onto the panels. 

The zip ties are supplied as an extra security measure – attached on the top and 

bottom of each panel joint. 

Next, place the secured panels in the position where the fence is required. 

Ensure the fence is in a zigzag shape with each point being as close to 90o as 

possible to give it the best stability. 

Next, you will need to secure the un-opening end of the fence using the two wall 

hinge brackets. These will have to be screwed to the wall or fence with the 

screws and rawl plugs provided (rawl plugs are needed for securing to 

stone/brickwork) 

Next, you need to secure the opening end of the fence with the hasp and staple. 

The hasp needs to be positioned against a flat surface preferably in the middle 

of the panel.  

The panels can also be used to create a cage or pen, simply by putting the panels 

in a square, circle or rectangle and then simply connecting the ends with the 

carabiner. 

Your Kit Will Contain: 

Visit our website www.pdotwolf.com for our full range of 

accessories, permanent fencing and other products. 


